Program Offerings
• Math Club
• Creative Writing: Poetry,
Short Stories & Autobiography
• Test Preparation and Study Skills
• Tell Me A Story: Beginning Reading
• Knitting
• Puppet and Mask Making
Japanese Language and Culture

Konichiwa! Our native Japanese teacher provides
great exposure to Japanese language and culture.
The classes use Total Physical Response (TPR),
a style that has been proven the best method of
language acquisition. Games, Songs, and other
activities will make learning Japanese fun for
everyone. Classes are open to all ages.

Explore the wonders of China:
Beginning Chinese

Ni Hao! Explore the wonders of China! Speak and
understand Mandarin Chinese through games,
role-play and storytelling. We use actual textbooks
used to teach kids Chinese, touching on China’s
colorful history and customs. This course introduces
students to the world’s last pictorial language, in
cultural context.

Language Methods
We use the Total Physical Response technique
in our language instruction. TPR is the world’s
premier language method.
TPR’s greatest strength is its utilization of every
part of the body in order to assist the brain in
memorization.
Students
learn
a
foreign
language like their first language – first gaining oral
comprehension, and the progressing into
reading and writing. With TPR, the right brain’s
factual processing (of information such as language
acquisition) combines with the left brain’s control of
movement, exercise, and creativity. This integration
serves as the catalyst for a faster, more complete,
more exciting learning experience.

Contact Us!

Preschool & Elementary
After-School Programs

The
Enrichment
Centers,
Inc.
provides
teaching, tutoring, and mentoring in all subjects and
for all levels. Our goal is to engage students with
creative exercises and active participation in
innovative, dynamic programs that emphasizes the
fun of learning.
Enrichment Centers, Inc. teachers are trained and
carefully selected professionals, graduate and
undergraduate students who have demonstrated
high scholastic achievement. We can introduce
new material, and can review previously learned
subjects.

Questions? We Have answers!

We are exited to assist you in creating a
customized program to meet the needs of your
students. Please contact our office to arrange a
course at your school!

The Enrichment Centers, Inc.

The Enrichment Centers, Inc. after-school
programs vary in cost. The overall fee in based on
the subject, level, location, and number of enrolled
students. Limited need-based financial aid may be
available to students who qualify.

301-229-8000
enrichmentcenters.com

6109 Broad Street
Bethesda, MD 20816

Programs descriptions
Basic Spanish
In this class, students learn conventional and
basic Spanish language using the Total Physical
Response (TPR) technique – a “learn by doing”
approach. Students examine traditional food and
practices. Emphasis will be placed on everyday
phrases and vocabulary through stories, myths, and
lessons on culture. The intermediate class will allow
students who have previous background in Spanish
to explore the language further, also using the Total
Physical Response (TPR) technique.

Elementary
& Preschool

1,2,3 Chess!
The heat of battle, the mental strain, the fear of
defeat! No, not hand-to-hand combat, it is chess!
This course will introduce students to the love of
the game, and the ins and outs of classic chess
strategies.

offers many academics & enrichment
programs for elementary, middle &
high school students. We work with
students in small groups in order to provide
individualized attention. The following are
examples of the programs we offer:

Creative Thinking
Test-taking Skills
Empowered Reading Inventions & Science
Learning Strategies Time-Management
Written Expression Mathematics
Arrange a program at your school!
Languages, Art, Drama, Mentoring,
Enrichment, or Academics!

We offer all levels of language instruction
in after-school classes, ranging from
introductory “Language & Culture” course,
to more advanced immersion sessions.
Please contact to set up a program that fits
your needs!

Arts & crafts
This course allows children to have fun and develop
their creativity while making a variety of different
art projects. Children will have the opportunity to
finger paint, make collage, use watercolors, draw
with colored pencils, and make their own greeting
cards.

The Enrichment Centers, Inc.

Enrichment

Future Einsteins – Creative &
Inventive Thinkers:
Students learn about classic inventors and their
inventions, as well as the scientific methodology of
resourceful thinking. We will explore biology, earth
science, chemistry and physics at age-appropriate
levels.

Enrichment & Academics

Language Offerings
After-school Classes
Small Groups
Active & Fun

All levels of…
Spanish, French,
Chinese, Japanese,
Italian, German,
Hebrew, Arabic
and more…

Empowered Learning:
Organizational and Study Skills
In this course, our curriculum shows
students that learning is not a passive
process to be endured, but an exciting
and never–ending process that lasts
a lifetime. This dynamic class allows
each student the potential to become
knowledgeable in their own favorite
subjects, as well as in new areas of
academic interest. Given a useful
“toolbox” of methods, students can draw
meaning more efficiently from text, and
can enhance their literary expression.

